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Art design major is a relatively important course in college teaching. It involves a wide range of directions. Advertising art,
landscape art, interior design, etc. are closely related to people’s lives. Art design has appeared in all aspects of people’s lives.
However, a new art design program is time-consuming and human resources for art design. Different art designs will contain
relatively similar characteristics, which can alleviate many difficulties for art designers. However, it is also a relatively difficult
task to discover the relationship between the characteristics of the art and design only by artificial means. Image recognition
technology can assist designers to discover and find the relationship between artworks, and these related features can assist
designers to design. In this study, an intelligent image recognition method for intelligent art design is designed using the VB-
CNN-GRU method. It can identify patterns, shapes, color matching, and text features of artistic design products. The research
results show that the VB-CNN-GRU method can accurately complete the intelligent image recognition task of art design
major. The VB-CNN-GRU method has specifically higher accuracy in art design image recognition than the single VB-CNN
method. The maximum prediction error of VB-CNN-GRU in art design image recognition is only 2.37%. For the four
characteristics of art design, it can better assist designers to complete related designs.

1. Introduction

Art design is a relatively broad profession, and its scope is
also relatively wide. It mainly includes advertising design,
interior design, clothing design, and product modeling
design. With the improvement of people’s living standards
and the improvement of people’s aesthetic ability, people’s
pursuit of products does not only focus on the quality of
the products themselves [1, 2]. An excellent advertising
design or product design is often an important factor for
people to choose products. In today’s society, it can be found
that art- and design-related products have spread all aspects
of life. For advertising design, designers often need to use the
patterns, colors, and words contained in advertising prod-
ucts to attract consumers’ attention. In this materially abun-
dant society, people have a lot of choices for the necessities
of life. People are often attracted to advertising art design,
which reflects the importance of advertising art design. The
success of advertising art is that it can immediately attract
people’s attention, which puts forward more requirements

for advertising designers. Advertising design needs to meet
the preferences of most people for aesthetic ability [3, 4].
For the art of landscape gardens, more and more local gov-
ernments and developers focus on the artistic design of land-
scape gardens. The layout, shape, and color matching of
landscape gardens are important factors that affect people’s
pursuit and preferences. Interior design is also the research
object that art design majors have more contact with, and
interior design is also an art design that people need to con-
tact every moment. The interior is not only a place for peo-
ple to rest and live but also a place to reflect aesthetics.
Effective interior design can keep people happy, which can
make people more actively pursue the beauty of life and
the feeling brought by art design. From the above analysis,
it can be seen that the scope of art design is relatively wide,
and it also involves people’s daily life. This further illustrates
the importance of art and design majors for social develop-
ment. The factors of artistic design are mainly reflected in
the pattern, shape, color, and character characteristics of
the artwork. However, the process of artistic design is
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relatively long and complicated, which brings a great chal-
lenge to the designer. Similarly, there are many common fea-
tures between art and design. If designers can find
commonalities between art and design, they can then be
improved and enhanced by using relevant art design tem-
plates [5, 6]. This art design method will not only improve
the efficiency of design but also be more targeted for art
design products [7, 8].

Since there are many commonalities in the artistic design
of different objects, it is necessary to find many commonal-
ities in the artistic design. The traditional way of artificial
appreciation is that it is difficult to find the common rela-
tionship between artistic design and products. This is the
factor art appreciation is a perceptual thing, and different
people have different appreciation abilities. However, if the
relationship between artistic design elements and products
is processed into data, it is possible to quantitatively analyze
the correlation between artistic design features and products
from a data perspective [9, 10]. Image recognition is an
important method to identify products. Image recognition
technology has also been demonstrated in many areas of life,
such as transportation, education, and medical care. The
principle of the image recognition method is to process the
color and pattern of the research object into data, which
can use the intelligent algorithm to find the relationship
between the relevant features of the image [11, 12]. For art
design majors, it can also use image recognition technology
to identify patterns, colors, and other characteristics of art-
works. After the relevant features of these artworks are con-
verted into data, intelligent image recognition methods can
find the relationship between the artistic design elements
and the product. This also provides more reference for the
designer’s artistic design. At the same time, the image recog-
nition technology of art design needs to use big data technol-
ogy to identify and predict the characteristics of artworks.

At the current stage, intelligent image recognition
methods are relatively mature. For different research objects,
it needs to be continuously adjusted according to the data
characteristics and data forms of the research objects, which
is a convenient way [13, 14]. The most common applications
of intelligent image recognition algorithms are convolutional
neural networks (CNN) and variants of CNN. With the
advancement of computer performance and the needs of
researchers for algorithms, the speed of CNN variants
update is relatively fast, which provides more convenience
for the application of different research objects [15, 16].
CNN is also a kind of big data technology, and its common-
ality with big data technology is to deal with cumbersome
data and complex relationships between data. The speed
and ability of humans to process data is often limited. The
emergence of big data has changed people’s life and produc-
tion activities. In actual work and life, the data characteris-
tics of most research objects often contain temporal
characteristics at the same time, and big data methods also
contain methods for dealing with temporal characteristics.
Most researchers will use the long short-term memory
(LSTM) algorithm to process the temporal characteristics
of the data, which has the ability to memorize the data. It
can also fuse data at different times according to the contri-

bution of the data to the feature. There are also many vari-
ants of the LSTM method, which are also based on the
needs of researchers for feature extraction capabilities or
computing time. In a word, the emergence of big data tech-
nology has provided more convenience for the research of
art design [17, 18]. Researchers only need to adjust the rele-
vant layers and related structures of big data algorithms, and
it no longer needs to deal with complex underlying codes.
Continuing advances in computer performance have also
dispelled researchers’ concerns about the amount of data.

This research discusses and designs an image intelligence
recognition and analysis method related to art and design,
which mainly applies variational Bayesian convolutional
neural network and GRU method. At the same time, it ana-
lyzes the four characteristics of pattern, color, shape, and
text of art design related majors. This study will introduce
image recognition methods for art and design professionals
from 5 different chapters. Section 1 mainly studies the
importance of the art and design profession and the back-
ground of intelligent algorithms for image recognition. Sec-
tion 2 describes the current research status of art design
related elements and research objects. Section 3 studies the
process and working principle of the intelligent image recog-
nition method applied in the art and design profession. Sec-
tion 4, as the focus of this study, analyzes the accuracy of the
VB-CNN as well as the VB-CNN-GRU method in predict-
ing four characteristics of artistic design. Section 5 illustrates
the practical application value of image intelligence algo-
rithms for art and design professionals.

2. Related Work

Art design will involve advertising design, product design,
and landscape garden design and other fields, and it has
been involved in many aspects of people’s daily life and pro-
duction activities. Art design will have a certain impact on
people’s appreciation level and purchasing ability. The char-
acteristic elements involved in artistic design are also more
complex. Many researchers have presented research and dis-
cussion on the related theory of art and design and the appli-
cation of art and design. Wang and Zhu [19] mainly studies
the relationship between art design management and enter-
prise management. The scope of art design is relatively
broad. It applies wireless communication technology and
Internet technology to the research of enterprise manage-
ment and art design. This research aims to realize an intelli-
gent art design system using wireless communication
technology and internet method. The research results show
that the creative ability of art design based on this Internet
management model has been greatly improved. Compared
with the traditional management mode of art design, the
management ability has increased by 10.61%. This method
can better guide the artistic design of enterprise manage-
ment and the artistic design of products. Yang [20] analyzes
and studies the teaching system of art design, which is why
the traditional education system of art design has relatively
big defects, which is a method that lags behind high-tech
technology. It uses the method of 3D virtual simulation to
establish an online art teaching management system. At
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the same time, it uses support vector machine and simulated
annealing algorithm to design an efficient art design teach-
ing system. The research results show that this system has
relatively high accuracy and relatively low error. At the same
time, this intelligent art design system also has specific prac-
tical application value in engineering. For the actual online
teaching of art design, this intelligent system is also worth
promoting. Dong [21] already believes that the advancement
of high technology is conducive to improving the progress in
the field of art and design. It has also found that sensor sys-
tems can assist art designers in efficient art product design.
In this study, an art design system is designed, which can
integrate various sensor systems, signal acquisition and pro-
cessing systems, and extraction functions of art design fea-
tures. It verifies this art design method is based on artificial
intelligence method using the actual data value of parent-
child restaurant. The research results show that the multi-
sensor system can accurately and quickly acquire and pro-
cess the relevant features and patterns of artworks. This
intelligent art design system can improve the work efficiency
of designers, and it can also assist designers to design more
valuable artworks. Dong [21] realizes that virtual reality
technology has been widely used in many fields, and it has
also achieved great success in different research objects. It
considers the application of virtual reality technology in art
design and the teaching work of art design majors in colleges
and universities. It takes the bamboo forest as the research
object to carry out the simulation modeling of this charac-
teristic and realizes the virtual reality technology of the bam-
boo forest. In this system, lighting and scene rendering can
assist the artistic design of the bamboo forest. The research
results show that this kind of art design technology based
on virtual reality can not only improve the realism of art-
works but also play a great role in art teaching in colleges
and universities. Feng [22] mainly studies animation art in
the field of art design. It uses new technology and new media
technology to study the animation theory, dimension, and
cognitive experience of animation in the process of anima-
tion art. And it uses the edge computing method to study
the design theory and related properties of animation art.
This research method can improve the management and
sharing techniques of animation art design. This research
mainly uses the deep neural network method to extract four
characteristics such as patterns of art design majors. This is
an intelligent method, which can provide designers with a
relatively fast and accurate reference.

3. Image Recognition and Analysis Scheme and
Research Principles for Art Design Majors

3.1. The Importance of Big Data Technology for Image
Recognition in Art Design. The research goal of this research
is to realize the recognition and analysis of images related to
art design using intelligent algorithms. Art and design
majors occupy an important position in today’s life and pro-
duction. This study mainly analyzes the four characteristics
of pattern, color, shape, and text involved in the process of
artistic design. Patterns and colors are relatively intuitive
features. The four characteristics of pattern, color, text, and

model selected in this study are the four most important
characteristics in the art design profession; and they are
more important for the design of art design works. For artis-
tic design, text and modeling features can reflect the artistic
value and emotional information reflected by the artwork.
For works of art, it reflects more artistic value and people’s
appreciation for works of art. However, the patterns and
combinations of colors and shapes of artworks are ever-
changing, which leads to the specific and nonfixed char-
acteristics of artworks. This research will use the method
of image recognition to study and appreciate the four
characteristics of artworks. Image recognition is a kind
of intelligent engineering that is common in modern life.
It can use data to identify relevant features. Most image
recognition tasks rely on algorithms in the field of artifi-
cial intelligence. Big data technology can convert the
image of artwork into data form, and it can use the form
of distance and correlation to identify relevant artwork
features. It is difficult to discover the artistic value and
related characteristics of artwork images by relying solely
on artificial vision. Big data technology can find relevant
features very well. Therefore, big data technology is a cru-
cial algorithm for image recognition and analysis of art-
works, and it can also quantitatively analyze the image
features of artworks, which is a way that cannot be
achieved by manual means.

3.2. Application and Design of Big Data Technology in the
Field of Art Design Image Recognition. Through the above
analysis, this research needs to use big data technology to
realize the image feature recognition of artworks. This
research analyzes and recognizes four related characteristics
of pattern, shape, color, and text of artistic design. Since it is
difficult to collect artwork related images in real life, this
study chooses a variational Bayesian convolutional neural
network algorithm to identify these four characteristics of
art design. CNN is an algorithm widely used in the field of
image recognition, and the VB-CNN algorithm is mainly
used in the research object of small data sets. At the same
time, the text and modeling characteristics of artworks have
a great relationship with the changes of time. This is because
artworks also have an inevitable connection with the politi-
cal economy of the times, and they also have many temporal
characteristics. This study also considers art designing tem-
poral features for image recognition. Figure 1 analyzes and
illustrates the flow and scheme of the application of big data
theory in art design theory. The scope of artistic design is
relatively wide. This study selects the design of automobiles
and furniture as examples, which are two common works
of art in reality. In this intelligent recognition scheme, it
needs to collect four characteristics of artwork, pattern,
shape, text, and color as the basis of neural network algo-
rithm. The related data of these four features are processed
and input to the input layer of VB-CNN for convolution
operation. Then, when the data is feature extracted, it needs
to be input into the GRU neural network for temporal fea-
ture extraction. Finally, it will send the relevant results to
the art researcher in the form of a computer or mobile
phone APP.
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3.3. Principle and Introduction of VB-CNN Algorithm and
GRU Algorithm. The biggest difference between VB-CNN
and CNN methods is that the weights and biases of VB-
CNN are different. The VB-CNN method can fully consider
the influence of historical information of artwork features,
which is the so-called prior knowledge, which can improve
the prediction accuracy of the research object. Considering
the difficulty of collecting artwork image recognition data-
sets, this means that artwork image features will exist in
smaller datasets, and the VB-CNN method can exert its
own advantages in small datasets. Figure 2 shows the distri-
bution of weights and biases for the differences between VB-
CNN and CNN methods. The weights of the VB-CNN
method exist in the form of a probability distribution, which
will be processed using approximation and variational
methods. The VB-CNN method is more favorable for pro-
cessing small datasets compared to the CNN method.

Through the above research and analysis, it can be found
that the changes in the characters and patterns of artworks
are also closely related to the changes of the times, and the
patterns and styles of words are related to contemporary
economic and political factors. This shows that artwork
image recognition and analysis also take into account the
temporal characteristics of features. Both GRU and LSTM
methods are better algorithms for dealing with temporal fea-
tures. However, the GRU method has a relatively small
number of parameters when calculating the parameters.
The LSTM method is different from the CNN method.
There is no weight sharing mechanism in the LSTM algo-
rithm. Therefore, this study considers the application of
the GRU method. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of
the division of the four features of the artwork image, which
will be divided according to the distance relationship
between the data.

3.4. The Derivation Process of Variational Bayesian Method
and the Description of GRU. There is a big difference in prin-
ciple between the VB-CNN method and the CNN method.
There is also a gap between the VB-CNN and the CNN
method in the content of the convolution operation. The
derivation process of the VB-CNN method is described
below.

There is a differential pressure between convolution
operations and fully connected neural networks and LSTM

methods. The convolution operation will involve parame-
ters such as filters and sliding steps, and these parameters
will also satisfy certain mathematical relationships. Equa-
tion (1) shows the relation satisfied by the convolution
parameters.

w′ = w + 2p − kð Þ
s

+ 1: ð1Þ

Variational Bayesian convolutional neural networks
also involve more convolution operations. Equation (2)
shows the guidelines for the convolution operation. VB-
CNN also contains network layers such as convolutional
layers and pooling layers.

δl−1 = conv2 rot180 Wl
� �

, δl, ′full′
� �

ϕ′ vl−1
� �

: ð2Þ

For the characteristics of pictures, Chinese characters,
and shapes in the recognition of artistic design patterns,
this research will convert them into the form of data.
Since VB-CNN requires input as well as label data, Equa-
tion (3) and (4) show the representations of relevant fea-
tures for artistic design image recognition.

x = x1, x2, x3,⋯⋯ xNf g, ð3Þ

y = y1, y2, y3,⋯⋯ yNf g: ð4Þ

VB-CNN is a kind of convolutional neural network
that calculates after the basis of prior knowledge, and
Equation (5) shows the correlation between prior knowl-
edge and posterior knowledge of VB-CNN.

P y∗ x∗j , X, Yð Þ =
ð
p y∗ f ∗jð Þp f ∗ x ∗j , X, Yð Þdf ∗: ð5Þ

Since the integral operation of Equation (5) has certain
difficulties, it requires certain approximation and varia-
tional operations for the computational performance of
the computer. Equation (6) shows the procedure for

Modeling

Word

Pattern
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Color

Art product

Modeling

Word

Pattern

Color VB-CNN

Figure 1: Design scheme of VB-CNN and GRU method in the field of artwork image recognition.
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approximate computation of variational Bayes.

P y∗ x∗j , X, Yð Þ =
ð
p y∗ f ∗jð Þp f ∗ x ∗j , ωð Þp ω X, Yjð Þdf ∗dω:

ð6Þ

Equation (7) shows the calculation of the KL diver-
gence introduced by the variational Bayesian method,

which is also an approximate calculation criterion for a
posteriori knowledge.

ℓV =
ð
q ωð Þp F X, ωjð Þ log p Y Fjð ÞdFdω − KL q ωð Þ p ωð Þkð :

ð7Þ

Equation (8) shows a variational and approximation
form of the VB-CNN method, which facilitates the calcu-
lation of the distribution and parameters of prior knowl-
edge and posterior knowledge.

L ≈
1

2σ fð Þ2 y′ − ŷ′
�� ��2 + 1

2 log σ fð Þ2 + 1
2D〠

D

i=1
pd Mdk k22 + bk k22
� �

:

ð8Þ

GRU is a variant of LSTM method, which also mainly
consists of different gate structures. Equations (9) and (10)
show a calculation method of the GRU’s update gate,
which needs to update the historical state information
and the current state information.

gr = σ Wr ht−1, xt½ � + brð Þ, ð9Þ

~ht = tanh Wh grht−1, xt½ � + bhð Þ: ð10Þ

Equations (11) and (12) illustrate the calculation cri-
teria for the reset gate of the GRU.

gz = σ Wz ht−1, xt½ � + bzð Þ, ð11Þ

ht = 1 − gzð Þht−1 + gz~ht: ð12Þ

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

Art design is closely related to people’s life and production.
People’s pursuit of products is also constantly pursuing
products with beautiful artistic design. The goal of this
research is to use big data technology to complete the task
of intelligent image recognition and analysis of features
related to art design. It mainly adopts the VB-CNN-GRU
method in big data technology according to the data charac-
teristics of artistic design. Combining the actual characteris-
tics of art design, this study selects four characteristics of art
design: pattern, color, shape, and text as the characteristic
objects of this study. The driving force of big data technol-
ogy learning is a huge amount of data. Only if enough data
is provided to big data theory, it can learn the correlation
between artistic features. The selection of the data set comes
from the data of multiple artistic features in Yiwu Mall, Zhe-
jiang Province. The selection of the dataset needs to include
as many artistic features as possible, so as to ensure that the
distribution of weights and biases conforms to the character-
istics of most artistic products. Therefore, it needs to fully
consider the source of the dataset. It performs preprocessing
and data cleaning process on the collected data sets of differ-
ent artworks, and these data will be further processed into
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the difference in weight
distribution between VB-CNN and CNN.
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data of the same distribution and the same interval, which is
beneficial to the training of the VB-CNN-GRU method.

In order to analyze the characteristics of products related
to art design, this study first uses a single VB-CNN method
to analyze the accuracy of the application of big data tech-
nology in the field of image recognition of art design prod-
ucts. This method of analysis is also to illustrate that the
four characteristics in art design are also closely related to
time. Figure 4 illustrates the prediction error distributions
for four features of artistic design images using a single
VB-CNN method. In general, most engineering studies con-
sider 5% as an acceptable margin of error. If the error
exceeds 5%, it means that the model cannot meet the
requirements of art and design majors. Although the VB-

CNN method has relatively high accuracy on small datasets,
it also cannot extract the temporal features of the research
objects. This also results in lower prediction errors if the
study subjects have high temporal correlations. It can be
seen from Figure 4 that the VB-CNN method has certain
feasibility in predicting the four image features of art design,
and it can meet the image recognition task in the field of art
design. However, it can also be seen from Figure 4 that the
values of the four features related to art design are also main-
tained at a relatively high level, which is unfavorable for the
recognition of actual art design images.

In order to further compare the accuracy of the VB-
CNN method and the VB-CNN-GRU method in the field
of art design image recognition, this study also analyzes the
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Figure 5: Four feature prediction errors for art design image recognition using VB-CNN-GRU method.
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Figure 6: Prediction error distribution of modeling features for art design image recognition.
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prediction errors of the GRU method in predicting four
characteristics of art design images. Figure 5 shows the pre-
diction error distributions for four features of artistic design
images using the VB-CNN-GRU method. From Figure 5, it
can be intuitively seen that the prediction errors of the four
features of art design image recognition have been signifi-
cantly reduced after using the GRU method. This can illus-
trate two points. There is a strong temporal correlation
between the words, patterns, and colors of artistic designs.
GRU method can improve the accuracy of art design image
recognition. For practical engineering applications, the VB-
CNN-GRU method is more conducive to completing the
image recognition task of art and design majors. The predic-
tion error of text features is reduced from 3.21% to 2.37%.
The prediction error of pattern features is also reduced from
2.91% to 2.21%. The prediction errors of the four kinds of
artistic design image recognition have been reduced to dif-
ferent degrees.

Through the above analysis, it can be found that VB-
CNN-GRU is more suitable for the prediction and extrac-
tion tasks of art design image recognition-related features.
In the following research and analysis, this study selected
the VB-CNN-GRU method to analyze the relative accuracy
and reliability. During the VB-CNN-GRU training process,
the four features of artistic design are trained and tested sep-
arately. In this study, 30 sets of different art design-related
data were selected to analyze the accuracy separately.
Figure 6 shows the prediction error of the VB-CNN-GRU
method in predicting the modeling features for artistic
design image recognition. There is a large fluctuation in
the error distribution of the model features, which indicates
that the 30 sets of test sets are widely sourced and contain
different types of artwork, which leads to relatively large
fluctuations for the model features. From Figure 6, it can
be seen that most of the prediction errors of modeling fea-
tures are distributed within 1.5%, which can fully illustrate
the reliability of the VB-CNN-GRU method in predicting
the modeling features of artistic design. For the actual art
design field, this margin of error is also acceptable. Only a
small part of the error will be between 1.5% and 2%. There
are also a small number of modeling features whose predic-
tion error is less than 1%. Overall, the modeling features of
artistic designs can be identified and analyzed by the intelli-
gent algorithms provided in this study.

For the four characteristics of artistic design, the pattern
characteristic is a relatively intuitive one. When people
choose art products, they pay more attention to the patterns
and color matching of artworks. Therefore, the prediction
and recognition of the pattern features of artistic design is
a more important task for the image recognition task of
artistic design. Figure 7 illustrates the linear correlation coef-
ficients of the predicted values of the pattern features of the
artistic design. To more accurately illustrate the performance
of the method proposed in this study, it uses the blue curve
to illustrate the distribution of data points. The blue line rep-
resents the distribution of 95% confidence intervals for pat-
tern features. The pattern feature distribution of the art
design major is on both sides of the linear function, indicat-
ing that the predicted value of the pattern feature has a point

larger than the actual value, and it also has a point smaller
than the actual value data. If the predicted value of the pat-
tern feature of the artistic design is in good agreement with
the actual value, the data points will be distributed on both
sides of the y − x linear function, and the closer the data
point is to the y − x function, it will indicate the pattern fea-
ture of the artistic feature. It is better captured by the VB-
CNN-GRU method. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that
the 30 data points of the pattern feature of artistic design
are well distributed on both sides of the y − x function,
which meets the requirements of the linear correlation
coefficient. The linear correlation coefficient of the pattern
features of artistic design even reached 0.98, which is
enough to illustrate the practicability of the VB-CNN-
GRU method in the recognition and analysis of pattern
features of artistic design.

Text features are an expression of recording artistic
design products. Art products of different periods will con-
tain different forms of written expressions. Text is also a rel-
atively easy-to-understand art compared to patterns, colors,
and shapes. However, the text features of artistic design will
contain relatively strong temporal correlation. Figure 8 is the
analysis and explanation of the distribution curves of the
predicted and actual values of the text features of artistic
design. In Figure 8, the area in the middle of the two curves
represents the prediction error of the text features of the art
design profession, which can reflect the effectiveness of the
VB-CNN-GRU method. If the area of this part is relatively
small, this means that the accuracy of this method is rela-
tively high. In general, the predicted value of the text features
of artistic design is in good agreement with the trend of the
actual value, although there are more peaks and valleys for
the text features of artistic design for 30 different sets of data.
The reason for the relatively large fluctuations in the text fea-
tures of art design majors may be that these text features are
derived from the feature data of different artworks, which is
to verify the generalization ability of the VB-CNN-GRU
method. The predicted value of the character feature of
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Figure 7: Linear correlation coefficients of predicted values of
pattern features for artistic design image recognition.
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artistic design is also in good agreement with the actual
value. This shows that the VB-CNN-GRU method predicts
and recognizes the temporal correlation and nonlinear rela-
tionship of text features very well. For the recognition and
analysis of the actual art design text features, the VB-
CNN-GRU method also has enough information to com-
plete the image recognition task of art design.

5. Conclusions

The field of art design is relatively wide, which probably
includes many life-related fields such as advertising design,
landscape garden design, and interior design. With the
improvement of people’s living standards and the improve-
ment of aesthetic ability, when people buy products, they
often take the product’s artistic design characteristics as an
important criterion. It can be seen that art design has pene-
trated deep into people’s lives, which further illustrates the
importance of art design. Art design involves features such
as pattern, color, text, and shape. The relationship between
these features is relatively complex, and it is difficult to dis-
cover the relationship between the features of art and design
in the way of human experience. This brings a certain degree
of difficulty to the design ideas of art designers. The
design between different art designs also has a certain ref-
erence, which requires finding an efficient art design min-
ing method. The VB-CNN-GRU method can extract
image-related spatial and temporal features of art and
design professionals, which can assist designers to find
art and design-related features that cannot be extracted
by artificial methods.

This research fully studies the application of image rec-
ognition technology in the art and design profession. At
the same time, considering the advantages of VB-CNN and

GRU methods in extracting image features, this study also
designs a variational Bayesian convolutional neural network
method to study the image recognition method of artistic
design. It mainly analyzes the four characteristics of pattern,
text, shape, and color in the field of art design. First, it uses a
single VB-CNN method to analyze the prediction errors of
four features in the field of art and design. Although the pre-
diction errors of the four characteristics related to art and
design are within the acceptable range in the art and design
field, the four largest values still reach 3.21%. Then, this
study analyzes the VB-CNN-GRU method in predicting
the art and design The reliability of four features such as pat-
tern and shape, the prediction errors of these four features
have been significantly reduced, and the largest error is only
2.37%. This can illustrate the specific reliability of the VB-
CNN-GRU method in the image recognition of artistic
design. In the actual art design task, it only requires the
designer to provide the artwork to the dog official, and it
can predict the relevant features according to the intelligent
art image recognition method designed in this study, which
is an efficient and accurate method.
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